
Good day ladies and 
gentlemen, my name is 
Michael Mullins, and this 
slide show covers Part II 
(Eastern Greece, Western 
Sicily, and Tunisia 
(Carthage)) of the small 
ship cruise entitled, “The 
Journey of Aeneas”, 
sponsored in part by the 
Archaeological Institute 
of America, aboard the 
114 passenger Corinthian 
II from 6 to 20 October 
2005.

Part II, The 
Journey of 
Aeneas 
(Continued)
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As a historian and an archaeologist
I am Strictly an Amateur

With a strong interest in classical history.

Therefore, please send me corrections, clarifications, 
and unknown identifications, and please forgive my 

mispronunciations and stumbling over classical names.

Appeal to my fellow Journey of Aeneas passengers: 
Please send me a favorite picture or two of yourselves 

and/or a favorite scene I have missed.
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Enjoy the Show
I hope everyone enjoys the show as much 

as I enjoyed putting it together –
And will probably keep refining for years 

to come.

For those interested there is a brief outline of 
my background and sources used for this slide 
show after the end of the regular show itself.
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Day 7 – Stamfani Island and 
Argostoli, Greece

On the way to Italy, a storm drove the Trojan fleet north to the Strophades 
Islands.  Here an attack by Harpies, foul and very nasty female-faced birds, 
drove them further north along the coast and Ionian Islands of Greece. 5



Landing on Stamfani Island
Landing on Stamfani Island, the larger of the two Strophades islands, 
from the Corinthian II's launch.
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National Marine Park of Zakynthos Sign
Sign showing location of islands and proclaiming them to be part of the National 
Marine Park of Zakynthos and telling all the things one can not do while visiting. 7



Monastery Fortress
The Royal Byzantine fortress 
monastery of the Blessed 
Mother, built in 1241 AD  at 
the request of Princess 
Irene, daughter of the 
Nicean Emperor, who 
survived a ship wreak here.
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Doorway 
Cannons by 
Jane
Cannons at the entrance to the 
monastery, courtesy of Jane.
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Monk's Quarters
Monk's quarters inside the fortress.  At one time more 
than 100 monks defended this place. 10



Steep Walls and Stairway
The steep wall on the left supports the chapel and fortress keep above it.  
The narrow steps leading to it are straight ahead and turn left over the 
entranceway. 11



Chapel and Fortress Keep
Chapel and fortress keep above the wall.  Note that the steps 
make another left turn high up before the entrance to the chapel.
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Living Quarters from Above
View of the living quarters from the entrance to the chapel.  The walls 
here are more than 25 meters high.
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Byzantine Double Headed Eagle

Relief of a 
Biceps (double 
headed) Eagle -
symbol of the 
late Byzantine 
Empire.  It 
symbolizes the 
unity between 
the Orthodox 
Church and the 
Byzantine state.  
The two heads 
herald the 
double sover-
eignty of the 
emperor.  The 
left head repre-
sents Rome 
(the West) and 
the right head 
represents 
Constantinople 
(the East).  14



Chapel Altar
Altar area inside the chapel.
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Abbot's Seat
Main area of the chapel with the ornate seat of the abbot or chief 
priest.  I was surprised at the height of the ceiling here, especially since 
there appears to be another level of rooms above the chapel. 16



Lone Monk
As previously mentioned, during the wars with the Muslims, this fort was 
defended by more than 100 monks.  Now this one old monk is the only 
person who lives on the island; but he does have a dog for company. 17



Tall Reeds
Continuing our tour, we passed through this field of very tall bamboo 
like reeds. 18



Even with these reeds partially surrounding the building, when viewed 
from the interior, it stands out as a massive Medieval fortress.  It 
withstood a number of attacks, but finally fell to a Saracen (a Muslim 
group) raid.  Also note the  modern triple iron reinforcing bars on each 
corner near the top. 19

Reeds in Front of Fort



Monk's Field and Barn
The barn ahead houses the monk's tractor, which he uses to plow this 
field.  He also tends sheep, poultry, a vineyard, and a vegetable garden.  
In addition, he receives other supplies every two weeks. 20



Open Fields
These islands are some on the most fertile land in Greece.  In the past 
there were large orchards (some orange and lemon trees are still 
found) to support the monks. Notice the ruins in the background. 21



Small Flowers
I thought these small flowers were interesting, but I do not know anything 
about them.  There are over 250 different trees and plants on the island.
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Interesting Tree
I thought this tree was also interesting, but I do not know anything about 
it either.  More than 1,200 different types of migratory birds stop by here 
going to and from Europe and Africa. 23



Other Buildings
The other buildings on the island lead me to believe there was either 
small settlement on the island at one time or these were additional 
buildings used by the monks. 24



Bench Overlooking Landing Area
The monk will sometimes sit on the bench and talk with people while 
overlooking the landing area. 25



Other Strophades Island
Across the channel, is this very low flat island, called Arpia; it is the 
second of the two islands of the Strophades.  The ancient Greeks 
called these the "Floating Islands". 26



Lighthouse
Greek lighthouse number 122 on the end of the island.
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Fortress from the sea
View of the Blessed Mother monastery/fortress from the sea.
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Coast of Zakynthos Island, Greece
Composite view of our sailing along the coast of the island of Zakynthos, Greece.  
The island is famous for its mineral springs.
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White Cliffs
To me these white cliffs are reminiscent of the White Cliffs of Dover. 30



Coast of Cephalonia Island
Here we are sailing along the coast of Cephalonia (or Kefalonia) Island, 
Greece.  The Trojans did not land here because of the proximity to Ithaca, 
home of Ulysses - who first conceived the ruse of the wooden horse. 31



Entrance to Argostoli Harbor
Entrance to Argostoli harbor, which is the capital of Cephalonia, the 
largest of the Ionian islands.  This island is noted for its beautiful 
beaches and an ancient fortress in the hills overlooking the city. 32



Electric Windmills
I took this picture for the electric generating windmills along the 
island's ridgeline.
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As one would expect, most travel between these islands and the 
mainland is by ferry.  Here is an Island ferry boat leaving the harbor.
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Island Ferry Boat



Argostoli Folk Museum
Unfortunately, by the time we got to the Argostoli Folk Museum it had 
already closed for the day. 35



Central Plaza
This is Ballianos Square, the central plaza in the town.  Almost 
everything here has been rebuilt since 1953, when the town and the 
island were mostly destroyed by a severe earthquake. 36



Garden in Front of Building
I just liked this garden in front of this building, which I believe to be the 
City Hall.
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Street 
Chapel
I really liked 
this beautiful 
little chapel 
along the 
street; even 
though my 
merged 
photo did 
not come out 
very well.
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Tourist Street Scene (1)
I was surprised at how clean the pedestrian shopping streets were 
kept, but all the tourist areas we saw in Greece were very clean. 39



Tourist Street Scene (2)
The only trash I saw in the tourist shopping area.
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Street Café
Charming little street cafe.  Notice the tall palm trees along the street.
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Street Church
Another charming street church.  Notice the difference in style of 
these churches from those at Mykonos.
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Day 8 – Nikopolis and Actium, Greece
Successfully landing on the shores of Actium, the Trojans gave thanks to Jupiter 
and celebrated with athletic games – mostly wrestling matches.  But with 
winter near at hand with its dangerous storms, they dared not stay too long. 43



Port of 
Preveza, 
Greece

Like most of the Greek harbors we 
saw, the port of Preveza was a very 
busy place.
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General view of the ruins at Nikopolis as one alights from the bus.  The 
city was founded by Octavian after his naval victory in the Battle of 
Actium over Mark Antony and Cleopatra in 31 BC.  This victory allowed 
Octavian to declare himself Augustus, Emperor of Rome, in 27 BC. 45

Nikopolis Overview



Archeologists at Work
Archaeologists working on restorations at the Basilica of Doumetios.  Wall 
in back is part of the fortifications erected later by the emperor Justinian. 46



Small Museum
There is a small museum on site containing a few of the artifacts found in 
the city.  Nikopolis is one of the most extensive Roman sites in Greece.
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Roman 
Goddess
Statue of either a Roman 
goddess or family matron.
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Capital engraved with relief scenes of Amazons in battle.  The ancients were 
fascinated by the idea of these women warriors, who would sometimes cut 
off their right breast to better use their bows and arrows. 49

Engraved Capital



Mosaic on the Capital
On the other side of the capital is this Christian mosaic, which appears to 
have been plastered over the Amazon relief battle scenes, because it was 
later re-used in the Basilica of Alkyson. 50



Door Frame
The ancients liked decorated door 
frames.  They were supposed to 
bring good luck to the family living 
inside.
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Romantic Relief Craving
The ancients were fond of romantic mythological scenes.  My guess 
would be that they believed these relief scenes would help insure 
fertility and lots of children. 52



Lion Statue
Statue of a lion.  Of course, as 
previously mentioned, lions 
existed in Europe until they 
were hunted to extinction for 
use in the great Roman circuses, 
such as those held in the 
Amphitheatrum Flavium (known 
to us as the Coliseum in Rome).
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Archaeologists Restoring a Wall
In the background you can see some archaeologists (actually 
probably workmen under their direction) restoring a wall.
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Basilica of Doumetios Sign
This sign explains some of the archaeological history behind the 
excavations of the Basilica of Doumetios, and it shows examples of 
some of the mosaic floors found therein. 55



Nikopolis Baths

In the foreground is the small Bath of Cleopatra, while across the 
road were the larger central public baths. 56



This sign explains the whole archaeological site and gives some history of 
the city.  Apparently, it thrived until the 10th century AD, when Bulgar 
(another Muslim group) incursions forced the inhabitants to seek refuge 
in Preveza.
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Nikopolis Sign



Cleaning Mosaic Floors
Here archaeologists are cleaning the mosaic floors of the Basilica of 
Doumetios.  The shelters are to protect the floors from the sun and 
other elements. 58



Inside the Church
Inside the church looking toward the small museum.
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Floor Cleaning
Here the mosaic floors are being prepared for cleaning
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Geometric Mosaic
Geometric designs were popular, especially as framing borders.
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Chicken Mosaic
Animal scenes, such as this chicken, were very popular themes 
in Roman mosaics. 62



Building Excavations
Buildings still being excavated.  This picture gives an idea of the 
tremendous amount of work archaeologists do to clear a site.
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Approaching the eastern gateway into the city.  These are part of 
the walls later added to the city by the Emperor Justinian.
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Eastern Gateway



Justinian Walls
Although the eastern walls built by Justinian go on off into the 
distance, they are only a small segment compared to the walls built 
by Augustus after he became Emperor. 65



Dana 
Explaining 
the Site

Against the wall is Dina, one of 
our marvelous Greek guides, 
explaining the city to us.  They 
traveled with us throughout 
Greece, and happily shared 
with us their extensive 
knowledge and antidotes 
about the history and 
archaeology of their country.
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Stonework
I took this picture just to get a 
close up of the stonework in the 
wall.
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Room in the 
Wall
Wanted this picture for the 
room in the wall - I would 
guess a defensive measure.  
The young man in the front is 
Larry, one of our tour 
managers.
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Inside the Walls
This is a view of the Justinian walls from inside the city.
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Approaching the Odeum
Merged photos of our group approaching the odeum or small theater.
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Theater Seating
The theater seating here has been partially restored and is in fairly good shape.
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Theater from Seats
View of the orchestra and stage areas from the seats.  From here, even 
though it was written much later, you can almost hear, "Friends, 
Romans, and countrymen lend me your ears...". 72



Rooms Under Theater
These small rooms under the theater were probably used for storage.
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Roman Brickwork
I took this picture just to get another close up of Roman brickwork.
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Larger Theater
Unrestored remains of the large theater outside of the town walls.
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Stadium Sign
This sign explains the design of the stadium.  The celebration of the 
Actia – quinquennial games in honor of Apollo, (gymnastic and musical 
competitions and chariot races, etc.) were held here. 76



Actian Games Sign
The Actian games were first organized here in 216 BC as a local athletic 
competition, emulating the athletic contests of the other Greek city states.  
However, after the founding of Nikopolis, they became Pan-Hellenic. 77



Stadium Entrance
The now reinforced entrance to the stadium.
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Stand Roadside Votive Offering
This type of roadside shrine (resembling an ancient votive offering stand) is 
common in certain parts of Europe, especially in Orthodox Christian areas. 79



Victory Monument Stones
After the Battle of Actium in 31 BC, near the top of the hill where Octavian had had 
his camp, he built a large monument to celebrate his victory.  These stones from 
the recently discovered monument are waiting further cataloging.  Note how this 
merger of three images curves the horizon. 80



It was from the Gulf of Ambracian that Mark Antony and Cleopatra's 
fleet sailed (actually rowed) to disaster.   Antony was no admiral, and 
he made some of the same mistakes Xerxes made nearly 450 years 
earlier just before the Battle of Salamis in 480 BC. 81

Gulf of Ambracian



Monument Sign
This sign describes the monument and shows the wall of rams below a 
terraced two-level three-sided stoa.
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Picture of Victory Monument
This sign is simply a picture of the victory monument.
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Actium Battle Sign
This sign explains the Battle of Actium in 31 BC.  Cleopatra, fearing entrapment 
and for her life, charged right through the middle of Octavian’s fleet and 
escaped with 60 ships.  Then, instead of turning the flank of Octavian's fleet, 
she fled straight to Egypt.  She was soon followed by Antony with 40 ships. 84



Area Identification Sign
This sign shows the topographic layout of the area, with all the 
archaeological sites in and around the city marked by numbers. 85



Part of the victory monument was this unique wall wherein the bronze 
rams of captured enemy ships were mounted.  Unfortunately, the bronze 
rams were long ago removed for their metal content.  However, one can 
still see the spaces where they were mounted. 86

Wall of Rams



Town of Preveza
Town of Preveza, Greece, as we sail towards Sicily, Italy.
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More storms forced the Trojans to land on the east coast of Sicily, near the volcanic Mount 
Etna, and in the area where the town of Giardini Naxos is now located.  Here they met 
Achamenides, one of Ulysses’ men, abandoned in the haste to escape from Polyphemus –
the cruel, one-eyed, giant Cyclops, who had started to eat them.  He as so terrified, the 
Trojans took pity on him and let him join them.  Then they quickly departed.

Day 9 - Naxos and Taormina
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Sicilian Coast (1)We are now 
sailing along 
the eastern 
coast of Sicily.  
Eastern Sicily 
and the lower 
part of the 
Italian 
peninsula 
were so 
heavily 
colonized by 
Greeks that 
the area was 
called Magna 
Graecia 
(greater 
Greece).  
In Sicily the Greeks fought the Carthaginians for several centuries before the Romans 
took over and eventually destroyed Carthage.



Crop Covers (?)
I took this picture for the gray-blue linear objects.  I do not think they are 
solar collectors, but some type of crop covers.  Does anyone know for sure?
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Toe of Italian Boot
This is the coast of the toe of the boot of Italy.
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Colony of Naxos
Our first visit in Sicily was to Naxos, a colony on the east coast of Sicily 
founded by Greek settlers from the island of Naxos in 734 BC.  It was the first 
Greek colony in Sicily.  It eventually became famous for its sanctuary of 
Apollo and its fine wines. 92



Older Stone Wall
The loose fitting and odd shapes and sizes would indicate that this is an 
older stone wall.
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Plan of the City
The citizens of Naxos were expelled from the colony in 495 BC by Hippocrates 
I, tyrant of Gela.  This sign shows the colony was laid out in a rectangular 
pattern, a city planning design also based on the ideas of Hippodamus of 
Miletus, when it was resettled in 461 BC. 94



Porta 4
The sign says this is Porta 4, which I assume is gateway number 4 to the 
city.  The stones here show more working and careful placement than the 
previous wall. 95



Palm Trees and Mountain Top Village
I liked this picture of the mountain top village framed by these two 
palm trees.
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House Foundations
The stones of these house foundations show a little more workmanship 
and care than the stone wall.
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Newer Stone Wall
These large worked blocks would seem to indicate this is a newer stone 
wall, but still very old.
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Sicilian Cactus
I thought this was an interesting Sicilian cactus.
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Orchards and Mountain Villages
I just liked this view of orchards, open fields, and mountain villages.
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Ancient and Modern Buildings
Modern buildings overlooking the ancient city.  As Naxos sided with the 
Athenians in their ill-fated attack on Syracuse in 415 BC, Dionysius I, 
tyrant of Syracuse, captured and destroyed the city in 403 BC.  After that 
most activity in this area shifted to our next stop. 101



AIA Picture of Taormina
Which was uphill to Taormina and its magnificent Greco-Roman Theater.  
This is the AIA picture from above the theater looking down into the bay of 
Naxos 650 feet below.
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Greco-Roman Theater
Of course, when we visited the city and its magnificent theater, it was 
raining.  This theater was originally hewn out of the rock of Mount 
Tauro at a height of about 675 feet in the 3rd century B.C. 103



Theater (2)
As you can see it is a huge building. At one time it was the second 
largest theater in Sicily. Classical Taormina was destroyed by 
Saracens in 902 AD, who later rebuilt a new city here. 104



Backstage 
Area

This is part of the 
backstage area of the 
theater.  It is still in use 
today.  Every summer the 
theater hosts an arts 
festival featuring plays, 
concerts, and films.
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Hotel Timeo
I think this garden and canopied portico is a real gem -
later I discovered from my map this is the Hotel Timeo. 106



Plaza Victor 
Emmanuelle
This is the west side of the 
Plaza of Victor Emmanuelle.  
The grove of trees, only 
partially seen here, give 
shade and some cover from 
the rain.
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Church of 
Saint Caterina
Caterina

At one corner of the plaza is 
the Church of Saint 
Caterina.  There was a 
wedding going on at this 
time.
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Curso
Umberto

One of the main pedestrian 
streets here is the Curso
Umberto.  As we had some 
time, I strolled down it 
taking pictures along the 
way.
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Fountains
I think many people associate the Italians with fountains.  This one is 
at the Plaza 9 April. 
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Church of Duomo
If I have interpreted my guide map correctly, this is the Church of 
Duomo.
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Porta Catania
This gateway is the Porta Catania.  Here I turned around and started 
back.  Most of the gateways we saw in Italy seemed to have been 
named for the city to which the road from them leads. 112



Gulf of Naxos
At the edge of the Plaza 9 April, I got this view of the Gulf of Naxos.  
On a clear day, they say you can see Mount Etna from here.
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Church of Saint Giuseppe
Also, there are two churches at the Plaza 9 April.  This one is the 
Church of Saint Giuseppe.  It was built in the 18th century and is a 
fine example of Sicilian baroque architecture. 114



Church of Saint Agostino
The other one is the Church of Saint Agostino, built in 1448.  It is now the 
town library.  As you can tell, I have a fondness for Medieval churches.
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Another Shopping View
This is just another view of the crowds and shops along the Corso
Umberto. 116



Porta Messina
This gateway is called the Porta Messina
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Courtyard

This courtyard reminded me 
of a set scene from a 
Renaissance era movie.
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Municipal Building
Wanted to try some night shots.  Again, if I am reading my map correctly, 
the Corinthian II was anchored right in front of the Messina Municipal 
Building.
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Meteorological 
Observatory

The building on the hill in the 
background is probably the 
Meteorological Observatory.
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Colonna 
Votiva

On my map the harbor light is 
labeled as the Colonna Votiva.  
I am assuming the words 
around the base are a prayer 
for the safety of sailors.
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Day 10 - At Sea Along Northern 
Coast of Sicily

Leaving the Naxos area and sailing south to go around Sicily, the Trojans ran 
into a fearsome storm hurled at them by Poseidon.  They ended up on the 
shores of Africa, near the site where Queen Dido was building Carthage. 122

Lipari 
Islands

Note: Dashed dark blue arrows 
indicate modified route to Carthage



Along the Toe of Italy
We left early the next morning and sailed north towards the Straits of 
Messina.  The captain announced that that the route to Carthage was shorter 
going over the north side of Sicily, rather than sailing around the south side 
of the island, as had been originally planned. 123



Tower
Our guides said the Italian government is finally thinking of trying 
to bridge the straits from just below this tower to the other side.
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Causeway
Sicily is known for its long and grand causeways.  Because of the 
mountainous terrain and often marshy lowlands, causeways are logical 
solution here.
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Steep Mountain Ridges
Some of the steep mountain ridges in this area.  Note the small fortress 
on the rock in the foreground.
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Mount Etna
I finally got a picture of Mount Etna. Even though it is now quite a 
distance away, because it is 10,902 feet high, one can still see it.
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Sicilian Side Tower
As you can tell from the previous picture, this tower is on the Sicilian 
side of the straits.
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Straits of Messina
Looking back towards the Straits of Messina with the Italian boot on 
the left and Sicily on the right.  While the Germans escaped across it in 
1943, Spartacus could not in 70 BC and thus was trapped in Italy. 129



Narrows in Channel
The volcanic Lipari Islands just north of Sicily present many narrow 
channels for shipping.  No wonder this area was considered so 
dangerous by ancient mariners, who called them the Aeolian Islands. 130



Small Thermal Vent
I took this picture because I noticed the steam coming up from the 
crest of the mountain.  It appears to be a small thermal vent, as 
opposed to a full-scale volcano. 131



Fast Shuttle Ferry
One of the very fast hydrofoil shuttle ferries plying these waters. In 
Classical mythology, King Aeolus kept the winds under control by enclosing 
them in caves under the volcanoes of these islands, but they would escape 
from time to time. 132



Rocks Jutting Up from the Sea
Some rocks jutting up from the sea are reminiscent of the stories of Scylla 
(a many headed monster that lived in a cave on a rock and ate passing 
sailors and large fish) and Charybdis (a fearsome whirlpool across the 
narrow channel from the rock where Scylla lived). 133



At first, I thought the unusually squared off channel going though the 
rock face could have been the work of pirates.  However, as I have 
recently seen similar erosion caused channels through rock faces, I 
now assume it is natural.
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Sea Channel Through Rock



Volcanoes (?)
These high cone shaped mountains are definitely volcanic in origin.  
Picture is looking NNE toward the twin volcanoes of Salina Island as we 
sail between it and Lipari Island.  Note the town of Ranella at sea level 
and the town on Leni on the side of the second volcano. 135



Between the Rocks
This is Jane's picture of two of the rocks jutting out of the sea, just 
before our captain sailed between them - I think just to show us it 
can be done by small cruise ships. 136



Mediterranean Sunset 
After being at sea all day (mostly across the top of Sicily) on our way 
to Tunis, Jane got this stunning Mediterranean sunset.
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Day 11 - Bardo Museum and Carthage
Seeking shelter from the storm, Aeneas found Dido, the queen and 
founder of Carthage, likewise seeking cover in a cave near the city. They 
spent the night there together and she fell madly in love with him. She 
wanted to keep him forever. 138



Port of Tunis
Next morning Jane took this picture as we arrived at La Goulette, Port 
of Tunis, Tunisia.
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Bardo Museum (1)
This is the world famous Bardo Museum with its outstanding 
collections of North African mosaics from the Punic through the 
Byzantine periods. 140



Bardo 
Museum 
Mosaics 
Guide-
book

As my camera started 
working haphazardly 
here, Jane and the 
Tidcombe’s have 
kindly shared a large 
number of pictures 
from here with me.  
Where my museum 
book mentions a 
mosaic in one of our 
pictures, I will name it

141and give some brief information.  The other mosaics I can only guess at.



Birds Mosaic

I call this mosaic, "Birds in a 
Garden".  The two at the 
bottom are drinking from a 
fountain.
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Victor and the Banker
The center mosaic here is called, "Victor and the Banker".  It is a rare 
Christian art reference to a person's profession from a late 5th or early 
6th century AD tomb. 143



Latin Inscription Mosaic
Unfortunately, I do not know enough Latin to translate the message in 
this mosaic.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Anne.
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Wall of Small Mosaics
I call this picture the "Wall of Small Mosaics".  All are of different subjects.  
These and several other mosaics shown herein were recently referred to in a 
History International Channel program on the history of Carthage. 145



The Villa
This is Jane's close-up of the upper center mosaic, which she calls, "The 
Villa".
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Seigneur Julius' Estate
Late 5th or 6th century mosaic entitled, "Seigneur Julius' Estate".  It 
shows a grand villa with seasonal activities going on around it being 
directed by the wealthy owner and his wife. 147



Head of Ocean
This 3rd century AD mosaic is 
entitled, "Head of Ocean".  The 
God of the Ocean is shown 
with thick hair full of sea weeds 
and shellfish.  Courtesy of Clive 
and Marie Anne.
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Weighing the Goods
This mosaic portrays 3rd century AD commercial activities related to 
sea trade.  It is called, "Weighing the Goods".  Courtesy of Jane.
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Dog chasing a Boar
Clive got this picture of a dog chasing a boar, while a rabbit flees above.  
As we will see again, hunting scenes were a very popular mosaic topic. 
From 2nd century AD.
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Triumph of Neptune
This is the Triumph of Neptune, God of the Sea, surrounded by some of 
the blessings he could bestow on mankind, such as nereids, tritons, and 
sirens, from the 3rd century AD. 151



Blessings of Neptune
This is one of the blessings of Neptune - you could be half human 
and half sea serpent.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Anne.
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Clive on Balcony
This is Clive Tidcombe on an 
upper story balcony of the Bardo
Museum, by Marie Ann.
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Another Triumph of Neptune
This is another 3rd century AD Triumph of Neptune mosaic, a very 
popular subject of the time.  This is one of the finest mosaics from 
ancient Africa.  Note Clive taking the next two pictures.
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Neptune in His Chariot
Clive's close-up of Neptune and his chariot drawn by sea horses.  They are 
surrounded by the four seasons, which are represented by the plants with 
which they are associated (rose, wheat, vine, and olive). 155



Goddess of Wheat
This is the wheat season, which I guess is the fall.  I have turned the 
picture to the proper viewing angle as one would do in walking 
around the mosaic floor studying the subjects of this masterpiece.
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Bottom of Triumph of Neptune
To get the whole mosaic, with the crowds, I had to take two 
pictures to get the top and the bottom.
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The Hunt
As mentioned above, hunting scenes such as this mosaic were a very 
popular subject in Roman times.
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Many Paneled Mosaic
This is an unusual multi-square paneled mosaic of common scenes 
(mostly animals) one would find around an estate or farm.
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Ballet in the Air
The guidebook calls this mosaic, "Ballet in the Air".  It shows 
cupids mounted on waders engaged in aerial combat above some 
boats and other sea creatures. 160



Ulysses and the Sirens
Here is Ulysses tied to the mast of his ship, so he can listen to the 
singing of the sirens - half female and half bird monsters, who 
seduced sailors unto the rocks in certain straits.
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Close-up of Ulysses' Ship
Clive's close-up of Ulysses' ship.  His men had plugged their ears 
with wax so as to not hear the deadly seductive singing.
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Boar Hunt
This is a 4th century AD hunting scene.  The boar is being chased 
into a net by dogs and hunters beating noise makers.  Above other 
hunters are carrying off their prize.  Courtesy of Jane.
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Female Centaurs
Two female centaurs holding a garland and crowning the Roman 
goddess, Venus.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann.
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Bardo Museum (2)
The museum is so ornate, light, and delicate of build, it is an artistic 
achievement in itself.  This is the former grand reception hall of the 
Beylical Palace, which was started in the 13th century AD, and completed 
by the Husseinite Beys in the 17th century.  It became a museum in 1888. 165



Selene and Endymion
Each night Selene (The Moon) came to gaze on the sleeping 
Endymion, a Sheppard of exceptional beauty to whom Jupiter gave 
eternal sleep without aging or death.
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African Animals
Stripped elephant and horse, 
probably from an African hunting 
or games scene.  Courtesy of 
Clive and Marie Ann.
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Muslim 
Decorative 
Patterns
Example of the finesse and 
delicacy of the Muslim 
decorative patterns on the 
walls of the museum.  We 
are now in the Bey’s private 
apartments within the 
palace. Courtesy of Clive and 
Marie Ann.
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Domed 
Ceiling

In the Virgil Room, these 
patterns even extend to the 
top of the dome.  Note the 
Virgil mosaic in the lower 
center of the picture.
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Top of Dome
These top of the dome patterns standout especially well in Jane's 
picture of the decorated vaulted ceiling.
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This is Virgil, author of the Aeneid, the story of which we are following 
on this trip around the Mediterranean sea, seated between two of the 
muses.  It is so detailed that the eighth line of the Aeneid can be read.  
From the 3rd century AD.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann. 171
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Tiled Room
Jane’s picture of this tiled room shows how every square inch of 
surface can be decorated.
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Roman Goddess

Statute of the Roman goddess 
Venus, mother of Aeneas.  
Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann.
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King Aeolus Wind Prisoner
This fellow is one of the winds that King Aeolus held prisoner in deep 
caves on the Aeolian Islands.  Of course, they would occasional escape 
(like in the summer of 2005).  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Anne. 174



The Costumed Banquet
The costumed banqueters represent various social groups with 
their society’s emblems.  These societies organized the local 
entertainment and games; thus, the arena below them. 175



Tragic Poet
This is the "Tragic Poet" from the 3rd century AD.  He is seated on 
the drum of a column meditating on two tragic masks, which 
symbolize his art.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann.
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Triumph of Bacchus
This mosaic is called, "Triumph of Bacchus".  It shows the Roman god 
of vine and wine, holding out a vase of wine, while in his chariot 
being drawn by two centaurs.  Courtesy of Jane.
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Garland Lion
This lion is probably part of a much larger mosaic with many other 
animals also shown within circular garland rings.  Courtesy of Clive 
and Marie Ann. 178



Punic Naval Harbor
This is Clive’s picture of the famous Punic naval harbor.  During 
Carthaginian times, a covered boathouse for ship repair and refitting 
completely surrounded the island in the middle of the harbor.
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Rue Hannibal
Can there be a more 
appropriate street name in 
Carthage than Rue Hannibal.  
He so scared the Romans 
that they completely 
destroyed the city in six days 
of bitter and horrific street 
fighting in 146 BC - after a 
three-year siege.  In those six 
days, they killed 450,000 
men, women, and children, 
and then sold the remaining 
50,000 into slavery.  
Courtesy of Jane.
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Antonine Baths

181

A little over a 100 years later, 
Julius Caesar realized this is a 
great place for a port city and 
re-founded Carthage as a 
Roman city.  These are the 
basement remains of the 
Antonine Baths.  At one time 
this bathhouse was the fourth 
largest building in the Roman 
Empire.  Courtesy of Clive and 
Marie Ann.



Underground Rooms at the Baths
These pictures show some of the multitude of underground rooms at 
the Baths.  Due to the climate here, these baths needed to be very large, 
for they were probably very popular.  There was even an outdoor pool 
with an opening to the sea.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Anne. 182



Clive at the Baths
Marie Anne’s picture of Clive at the baths.  The baths were watered by 
the longest aqueduct built anywhere in the Roman Empire.
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Overview of the Baths
From Clive’s overview of the baths, one can see how they were 
situated with a beautiful view of the sea.  You can judge their size by 
Marie Anne in the center of the picture.
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Carthage Ruins
I am not sure where we were when Jane got this picture 
she calls, "Carthage Ruins". 185



Oval Cross-sectioned Column
This column with its unusual oval cross-sectioned base shows the 
mounting holes in its base. Courtesy of Clive and Marie Anne. 
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Decorated Column
Display of a decorated capital that once sat on top of a column.  
Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann.
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Faded Fresco
This faded scene, possibly a fresco, showing men loading a horse 
on a ship, was found by Clive at the tiny museum at the baths.
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Attended Matron
Roman mosaic of a matron or goddess being attended by two 
servants or slaves surrounded by common household objects.  
Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann.
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Carthaginian Writing?
From the almost cuneiform type writing, I am guessing that this 
tablet is written in an early form of the Carthaginian writing.  
Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann. 190



Byrsa Hill
Byrsa Hill where Dido founded Carthage in the 9th century BC.  
Below is a mixture of Roman and Punic houses.  Some of these 
foundations are the only remaining remnants of the Punic city.  The 
Romans in 146 BC even plowed salt into the ground so nothing 
would grow here.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann. 191



The Martyr's Amphitheater
Here at the Martyr's Amphitheater early Christians were put to 
death by the Romans for refusing to acknowledge the emperor as a 
god.  Courtesy of Jane. 192



St. Perpetua's
Column

The most famous of the 
Christian martyrs was St. 
Perpetua.  This column was 
later erected in her honor.  
Courtesy of Clive and Marie 
Ann.
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St. Perpetua's
Column (2)
This is Jane’s close up of St. 
Perpetua’s column.  As a new 
mother, the courts, her father, 
her friends, and even her 
jailers urged and begged her 
to recant, but she could not, 
and thus she died here.
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St. Perpetua's Cell
Cell where she and other Christians were held until led out into the 
amphitheater. Obviously, the Christian ironwork was added later, 
you can still see part of her name on the dedication stone.  
Courtesy of Jane. 195



Decorated Wall
This stunning picture of a decorated wall, with the former Cathedral 
of St. Louis, now restored and used as a Tunisian cultural center, 
behind it, was taken by Jane as we left Carthage.
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Dar Zarouk Restaurant
We had lunch at the Dar Zarouk Restaurant in the village of Sidi
Bou Said.  As you can see, it has a beautiful setting overlooking 
the Mediterranean Sea.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Ann.
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Restaurant Roses
These roses, including Marianne, added to the beauty of the 
restaurant.  Courtesy of Clive and Marie Anne.
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House with 
Roses

Clive took this picture of a 
charming house with a 
planter of roses as we left the 
restaurant.  The village was 
considered so beautiful and 
picturesque that it was closed 
to non-Muslims until 1822.
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